2.4G remote-control jumping-car

Function description: Back and Forth/Left and Right/ Fast and accurate steering/Jumping/Music/Automatic balancing/Upright walking/Free turn over

Remote-control (The flat jump suits with high models)

Cautions:
1. Make sure that the car should be used after it is fully charged. It is charged with the USB wire. Please switch off the jumping-car in charging. And the charging-light will turn off after the batteries are fully charged.
2. Keep the product away from wet condition.
3. Please turn off the switches of the jumping-car and the remote control when it is not used.
4. Keep it away from the crowd and object of high-speed revolution. Don't use it on the ground with winding object.

Operating steps:
1. Open the remote control and the switch of the bounce car, and put the bounce car on a flat ground.
2. You can operate the bounce car when its LED changes from flash to normal brightness (operate it following the interface of the remote control).

Accessories:
1. USB wire
2. 1 Instruction book
3. Jumping glue-cushion
4. 4 Stickers (Adapter model)

Install the remote controller:

Battery charging instructions:
Connect the USB charging line into the USB outlet of the computer. And connect the USB charging plug into the charging outlet of the jumping-car. Then the charging indicating-light of the jumping car will turn on for 50 minutes in charging. When the charging indicating light turns off, the charging of the car finishes.